ONE DISPENSER

• PATENTED, P ROBE L OGIC ™ INTELLIGENCE
• RETRIEVABLE OPERATING DATA
• EASY PROGRAMMING
• SCALABLE FEATURES AND ACCESSORIES
Warewash by

LESS SERVICE = BETTER RESULTS
By design, Freedom System DE™ uses digital technology for
dependable, highly accurate and consistent dispensing. It‘s a
powerful tool that provides technicians with better information to
reduce service while providing accounts dependable dispensing
with maximum results.
With Freedom System DE™, service technicians can view the
activity of the dispenser over a period of time instead of just
looking at present conditions. This helps service techs diagnose
problems faster and minimizes the chance of something being
overlooked that could compromise results, requiring yet another
service call.

WHAT IS P ROBE L OGIC ™ ?
Engineered with digital capability, ProbeLogic™ uses a combination of
patented software and board design to track every condition of the
probe to maximize results at the lowest possible cost. ProbeLogic™
can even switch from probe to probeless operation in conditions
that would normally require a service call. And just as quickly as it
changed from probe to probeless, it will automatically return to
probe operation when conditions allow . . . all without interrupting
the operation of the dishmachine, or generating a service call.
ONE DISPENSER
Every Freedom System DE™ controller has the same engineering design
and capabilities built into it. The concept is simple: It has all of the brains
and power you need, but how fast you want to drive it is up to you.
Choose from temperature probes, product level alarms, display choices
and alarm conditions to fit your customers‘ needs. At any time, any
feature can be programmed and/or installed, in the field. This allows
you to implement one dispenser controller across your entire service
network. It has the flexibility that allows it to be tailored to your whole
customer base while offering them features and benefits your
competitors can‘t! That‘s smart. That‘s powerful. That‘s economical.
How many more reasons do you need to switch to Freedom System DE™?
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